Abstract

Educational Data Mining (EDM) is the process of converting raw data from Educational systems to useful information that can be used by educational software Developers, students, teachers, parents, and other educational researchers. Currently there is an increasing interest in data mining and educational systems, making educational data mining as a new growing research community. This work provides the application of data mining to traditional educational systems, particular web-based courses, well-known learning content management systems, and adaptive and intelligent web-based educational systems. Each of these systems has different data source and objectives for knowledge discovering. India’s education system is traditional; it has not undergone changes according to the existing technology. The main objective of this model is to predict the actions of new students for improving the tutoring feedback provided by an intelligent tutoring system. This Portal will also help to conduct online exams in class rooms, Teacher can create and upload test, after that teacher need to activate and the test will available for students. It also has features like the Download Notes, View Notes, feedback option and many more. The proposed model has been validated using student logs collected in a Computer laboratory. As a result of this validation, we concluded that the model can provide reasonably good predictions and can support tutoring feedback that is better adapted to each student type.
I. INTRODUCTION

E-learning is a new context for education where large amounts of information describing the continuum of the teaching-learning interactions are endlessly generated and ubiquitously available. This could be seen as a blessing: plenty of information readily available just a click away. But it could equally be seen as an exponentially growing nightmare, in which unstructured information chokes the educational system without providing any articulate knowledge to its actors, Data Mining was born to tackle problems like this. As a field of research, it is almost contemporary to e-learning. It is, though, rather difficult to define. Not because of its intrinsic complexity, but because it has most of its roots in the ever-shifting world of business. At its most detailed, it can be understood not just as a collection of data analysis methods, but as a data analysis process that encompasses anything from data understanding, pre-processing and modelling to process evaluation and Implementation. It is nevertheless usual to pay preferential attention to the Data Mining methods themselves. These commonly bridge the fields of traditional statistics, pattern recognition and machine learning to provide analytical solutions to problems in areas as diverse as biomedicine, engineering, and business, to name just a few. An aspect that perhaps makes Data Mining unique is that it pays special attention to the compatibility of the modelling techniques with new Information Technologies (IT) and database technologies, usually focusing on large, heterogeneous and complex databases. E-learning databases often fit this description.

Data mining “is a process that uses statistical, mathematical, artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques to extract and identify useful information and subsequent knowledge from large databases”.

Data Mining can be used to extract knowledge from E-learning systems through the analysis of the information available in the form of data generated by their users. In this case, the main objective becomes finding the patterns of system usage by teachers and students and, perhaps most importantly, discovering the students' learning behavior patterns.

Several studies have demonstrated that Data Mining techniques could successfully be incorporated into E-learning environments. The application of data mining techniques and concepts in e-Learning systems helps to support educators to improve the e-Learning environment. Data mining techniques have also been addressed as complementary systems to LMS, and in particular to Moodle, where results are achieved through the use of associates, classifiers, clusters, pattern analyzers, and statistical tools. The scope of data mining is to discover useful knowledge using a variety of techniques such as prediction, classification, association rule mining, clustering, fuzzy logic, etc.

II. SURVEY REVIEW

In the existing system has lot of flaws, because here they have to work more on manually instead of working on system.
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• P. R. Pradhan introduces an evaluation of E-learning platform. This platform based on data security and learner flexibility. Data mining methodologies helps learner to learn fluently and flexibly. Now in days each individual expects just-in-time learning, using e-learning platform we can fulfil this requirement of learners. To make this platform more flexible learner can communicate with respective faculty, advisors, etc. It is platform where learning through discovery can be possible because of interactive media.

• Francesco Maiorana, Angelo Mongioj, and Marco Vaccalluzo published a data mining E-learning Tool: Description and case study which has included report on four year teaching experience in an information system course for students in management engineering. In that courses data mining techniques were taught as part of course. This paper introduces tool for learning the analysis of data using data mining techniques. It also included a case study which presented in the field of customer switching prediction.

• Dr. P. Nagarajan, Dr.G. Wiselin Jiji proposed technology is implemented for Online Educational System (E-Learning). They introduces educational system which lies within three principal activities: Design, Implementation and proper post-implementation assessment. They had proposed a general formulation of model as well as a framework for finding patterns, which improves the online education system for both learner and teacher or faculty.

• Devaji Mahanta, Majidul Ahmed published paper “E-learning Objectives, Methodologies, Tools and its Limitations”. This paper discusses on various ELearning objectives, methodologies and limitations of Elearning tool. They has been focused mainly on both synchronous and asynchronous methodology. This paper has mentioned limitations in particular traditional campus learning, design issues and other communication issues. Finally the paper suggests that synchronous tool should be integrated into asynchronous environment to allow for any-time, any-where learning model and also remarked that Elearning need to improve from various barriers.

• Felix Castro, Alfredo Veligo, Angelo Nebot, Francisco Mugica published journal on applying data mining techniques to e-learning problems. This paper aims to provide snapshot of current position of research and applications of data mining methods in E-learning System.

• Ajayi L.A according to that paper the use of facilities, involves various methods which includes systemized feedback system, computer based operation network, video conferencing, internet world wide website and computer assisted instruction. This delivery method increases the possibilities for how, where and when employees can engage lifelong learning.

• Chu K, Chang M, Hsia Y proposed about association rules for classification they applied to elearning have been investigated in the aria of learning
recommendation system, learning material organization, student learning assessment.

- Baker M published journal the roles of models in artificial intelligence and education research. In that author establishes the research opportunities in AI an education on the basis of education process: models as scientific tools are used as means of understanding and forecasting sum respect of educational solution.

### III. PROPOSED SYSTEM STRUCTURE

The main objective of this Educational Portal is to efficiently evaluate the student thoroughly through a fully automated system that not only saves lot of time but also gives fast and accurate results. For students they give papers according to their convenience from any location by using internet and time and there is no need of using extra thing like paper, pen etc. Students can get Educational material in single place.

Our Educational Portal will help students to offer a quick and easy way to appear for the test. It also provides the results immediately after the examination with 100% accuracy and security. Student can enter to perform exam only with their valid username and password.

This model is created from activity records or logs collected from students with a similar background that previously completed the same practical assignment. As we will see later, an ITS equipped with this collective student model can use hints to stop students from making certain errors or from floundering with the practical assignment.

![Figure 1: Administration process of Intelligent Tutoring System](image-url)
Figure 2: The cycle of Applying Data Mining in Educational systems

3.1 Different Modules

- **Admin Panel**
  1. Manage Users: Admin will manage registered Users.
  2. Manage Online Test - upload questions and answer
  3. Manage Results: Admin will manage Results of registered Users.
  4. Upload Notes: Admin will upload notes of registered Users.

- **User Panel**
  1. Login
  2. Register
  3. Video Lectures
  4. Download Notes
  5. View Notes
  6. Online Test
  7. Online Result
  8. Notes Upload by Students

3.2 The aim of proposed e-learning platform were:

1. Course data materials must be secure.
2. Allowing learner to register and enter into the courses.
3. Learning should be easier, fluent and learner friendly.
4. Effective communication between learner and e-learn platform.
5. Offering help and feedback.

IV. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

1. Client Requirement:
   a. Processor- 1.2 quad core processor.
   b. Memory (RAM) -512mb.
   c. Storage memory-1GB.

2. Server Requirement:
   a. Processor- intel ® core (TM) 2 Duo CPU @2.93GHz.
   b. Memory (RAM)-2GB
   c. Storage memory-250GB

3. Software Requirement for Development of Project:
   a. Software: Notepad ++, Xamp
   c. Coding Language: PHP, HTML
   d. Database: SQL

V. ADVANTAGES OF INTELLIGENT TUTORING SYSTEM

Following are the advantages of the Intelligent Tutoring System
1. Student can give examination from anywhere of the world by 24X7.
2. The user has to get registered if they would like to enjoy the complete facilities offered by the Portal.
3. The administrator administers the Portal; he edits, add or delete the required details.
4. Self-Analysis is must in any Progress of Study and that will be useful to gain Quality and performance of student by this system.

VI. CONCLUSION

The survey study of the educational learning systems show the educational data mining's an upcoming field related to several well-established areas of research including e-learning, adaptive hypermedia, intelligent tutoring systems, web mining, data mining, etc. The application of data mining in educational systems has specific requirements not present in other domains, mainly the need to take into account pedagogical aspects of the learner and the system.
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